
CSI Committee Meeting Notes October 18, 2011 
I. Introductions 

a. Add Ray Hernandez to distribution list and take off Rick Wallace. 
b. Mike says we should emphasize math and English in every class (since 

Basic skills runs across the curriculum)---talk to faculty outside of math 
and English—invite faculty from other programs/disciplines 
1.  How do we entice them?   

II. Student Success Conference Recap 
a. Ray- 

i. Things we’re doing are innovative and were talked about (i.e. CAA 
Models—we have 2. 

ii. Stats pathway and accelerated instruction were themes at the 
conference 

1. Carnegie foundation gives supports/funding for this 
b. Connie 

i. We have to try this---acceleration—English is much further ahead 
than she thought (Chabot College and Los Medanos); they had 
videos showing students responses to it; students rose to the 
occasions and they performed well; their philosophy is to teach all 
English courses as if they were 1A.   

1. She would love to bring a pilot in the fall; they do 
workshops and all we have to do is commit to two classes 
and they will give us all the curriculum we need. 

2. The best thing is shorten the sequence (reduce the exit 
points); one option is two eight week classes and enroll two 
weeks into class/move up the late registration date. 

3. Ray says Chaffey instituted an avoidance model, which 
utilizes placement tests and those who place at a lower 
level and retake placement test (80% place much higher) 
and have late start classes. 

4. Why not allow students to self-place in 846 rather than 
828? 

5. Lucia says we should get data from Rob about acceleration 
statewide. 

6. Ray says we should focus on student success with  
professional development opportuntities. 

a. Mike says we want to put on a big conference/day 
with big speakers 

b. Connie wants faculty to go to the November 18 
acceleration in context training. 

ii. Nohel says there is a tool available in November—Data Mart—to 
track student success. 

iii. Mike says we need to begin looking at cohort groups. 
iv. David says sense of community important in an accelerated course. 



v. Ray asked about the number of units our students are taking; it will 
be 10 of English, but that just means they are focusing on English, 
setting them up for greater success in the future. 

vi. Soodi says Diablo Valley College has accelerated math. 
vii. Mike says that acceleration could mean that students placed in 828 

are put into 846 and there are a lot of different models, not just 8 
week/8 week. 

viii. Ray asked how we create the package for the students. 
ix. Soodi says the main component is the learning community so they 

invest in the learning communities. 
III. Review Priorities from 2010-2011 

a. Soodi thought that last time  we met with the steering committee and 
thinks that Mike and Regina that we include other programs involved in 
CSI/BSI initiatives in the report and expand our recs;  Virginia and Soodi 
thought they would share the report with the college community and now 
sees why we would want to add everything so that the wider campus can 
be much more informed and think of basic skills as a whole; thus, we need 
to invite other people and the data/report might encourage some other 
faculty to join 

b. Soodi would like to add a new document to the report and would like the 
committee recommendations in addition to what we already have; she 
wants to then add recommendations and when Virginia is ready to add the 
counseling part we can discuss that then. 

i. Supplemental Instruction is a helpful program and we need to look 
at new document and data. 

ii. FYE/FYE LEAP- 
iii. Contextualized curriculum 
iv. We know about this, but maybe not the rest of the campus 

1. What do we want to recommend to keep happening on 
campus as far as the programs we already have?  

2. At the end, she has some thoughts 
3. We need to say what we think works and let the rest of the 

campus know 
4. Virginia says they were being conservative due to the 

budget, but Regina said don’t let that stop you. 
5. Soodi says we want to put the doc right before the 

recommendations.  
v. Virginia mentioned three counseling recommendations (on course, 

early alert and career 410).   
c. Under FYE—Connie says it should reflect math and English; Mike says 

we should add “initially” to avoid confusion to reflect the history. 
d. Nohel-reviews 2010-2011  

i. Add Career 410 (orientation)---Virginia says we have a lot of stats 
on this. 

ii. Mike says new recs will not be on report since it only reflects 
2010-2011 recommendations. 



iii. Committee recs are to continue/expand (per Mike) 
iv. Nohel asks if there anything on the list we’re not planning on 

expanding/continuing. 
1. Melissa says it expanded because we added more 

counselors 
v. Soodi asks if we need to include/add tutors in the TLC into the 

report?  Leigh Anne says we want to continue to support tutoring--
-there are other issues that affect tutoring. 

1. Nohel says we’ve been able to support tutors with BSI 
money but our limitations are the limits on tutors and hours 
per week each tutor can work in addition to the SI leaders 
being part of the number of tutors; we should look at other 
models 

2. Mike says we want to recommend that we want to continue 
supporting tutors since we have to put our selves back to 
last May to finish the report since BSI money was used to 
support the tutors. 

3. Leigh Anne says there has been talk about 
Contextualization in ESL. 

4. Soodi says we won’t add Math Academy again since we 
talk about it in the learning communities to avoid 
redundancy. 

5. Soodi says we did not add anything about prof 
development aside from on course since we gave the 
money to the PEDAC committee—but there is still some 
professional development coming from BSI money? 

6. Melissa asks if Phyllis and Soodi are still on pdac?  Soodi-
how does CSI want PEDAC to use the money we have 
given them? 

a. Nohel asks if we want to add to new recs to see if 
we want to continue with it? 

b. Soodi says a big part of BSI is prof development—
we decided to put the money for prof developometn 
from BSI into pdac (Connie asked how much?  
About $15000); Mike says we don’t get many 
people applying for it; Soodi replies people didn’t 
know; Mike says we can find better ways to get 
people to use it (bring them here). 

c. Mike says 5000 additional was set aside for other 
expenses for conferences to help cover costs. 

d. Connie asks how many classes, etc. are using on 
course?  Who is using it?  How are they using it? 

e. Nohel says part of the recs for this year should be to 
inform the campus/get the word out of the priorities. 



f. Nohel says Virginia will be updating the counseling 
update, and asks who’s going to update/finalize/add 
recs to the report. 

i. Virginia asks if she should write more or 
just mention the three?  Mike says we don’t 
need additional description (just mention it)  
bullet them out and say what they are. 

IV. New Recommendations for this year. 
a. Anything missing? 
b. Nohel asks if Learning Communities are separate recommendations. 
c. Mike says we should focus on new things. 
d. Connie says we want to add professional development (#2). 

Melissa says we talked about major sheets in the last meeting are under 
transfer/major sheets under degree/certificate/transfer strategies 

a) Melissa mentions SB 1440-Transfer Model Curriculum. 
b) Connie asks if we should include SI under Accelerated BSI courses 

a. David asks if existing math classes can be paired with existing 
learning communities.  

b. Connie says we need to talk to scheduling/deans. 
c. Soodi asks if we can get priority registration for Learning 

Communities.   Mike says no, but we have been able to keep 
enrollment down to zero until the cohort is able to register, but can’t 
change registration dates. 

1.  Professional development 
 -forum with key people—Lucia, Connie, Melissa, and Ray 
 -Workshop on nov. 18 
 -Mike says people want to come on campus for workshops on contextualized 

learning/accelerated. 
2.  Placement test prep-prep for PEP 
3. Career advancement academy 
4.  Accelerated BSI courses 
 -stat path- 
 -Engl path 
5.  Distance Education 
 -look at the data 
6.  Degree/certificate/transfer strategies 
 -transfer model curriculum 
 0major/certificate/transfer sheet 
WHAT DO WE WANT TO TACKLE FOR NOVEMBER/ 
1.  Professional Development 
2. SI 
3.  Accelerated 
add these to  
 -Mike says start this early on 
 -Connie reminds the groupg abou the workshop for Nov 18. 



 -Mike says he is thinking about Spring (like Chabot); Connie says that we bring  
  them in—they do workshops 
 -Melissa-subgroup needed for professional development 
 -Mike says we need to evaluate SI *(get data from rob/dave)—success/retention  
  rates—revisit this---maybe we need to have all day classes have SIs.  
 
 
 


